Saunders Lakeland Mountain Marathon
4/5th July 2020
Team and course changes at Registration

Competitors are able to edit their entry on the Si site up to midnight on 21st June. This allows for
team members to be substituted and courses changed, subject to qualifications and availability of
spaces..
With the event starting within a fortnight of this date there should be very few changes, but the
organisers recognise that some competitors may be subject to unforeseen circumstances or
injury in the last week before the event. We aim to help people in this situation, but at the same
time uphold clear and open course limits and SLMM safety polices on competitor screening. The
following protocols will therefore apply at Registration.
1. One team member in a pairs course can be substituted provided the new member meets the
entry qualifications for that course and has uploaded these criteria on to their Si entry. No
substitution of Solo entries.
2. Both the Fairfield courses are likely to reach their individual limits. There will therefore be no
movement on to either of these courses or between them. A pair who are short of a team
member will be treated in the same way as those on the line courses and they will need to find
a replacement. There is no need for any teams to move off these courses due to
fitness/distances concerns as competitors effectively chose their own distance.
3. Teams on Line courses that wish to move to a shorter line course may do so with the approval
of the Head of Registration. The number of vacant places on courses is very small, so such
changes must be for good reason. This therefore applies to Scafell Pairs, Kirkfell, Carrrock Fell
and Harter Fell courses only. There will be no movement upwards to longer courses.
We will not make exceptions to this policy so please respect the registration team in implementing
them and seeking to process entries efficiently.

